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We design, build
and furnish great places to work

...including our own workspace.

Active is one of the most trusted
companies in the UK’s developing
workplace services market. We’ve been
doing this since 1999, so we ought to
know what’s what.

With a wealth of experience and industry
knowledge, we provide our customers with
a range of services to cover all aspects
associated with workplace change. Whether
you are upsizing, downsizing or refreshing
an existing workspace, we can design, build,
furnish, manage, move and maintain any
workplace.
We understand that each customer is
different and that’s why we’re really proud
of our most important attribute: our ability to
listen and deliver on our promises.
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Case study

Active HQ:
Total refurbishment of Active’s
existing HQ - including; two
private offices, a kitchen hub,
and co-working space

workplace solutions

Active HQ
Timescale: 4 weeks
Type of project: Design, build, furnish,
manage and maintain
Year: 2018

THE BRIEF

As a bespoke workplace solutions
company, it is important that we
don’t just “talk the talk”. We have
to “walk the walk”, too. Workplace
refurbishment is something we specialise
in, so when it came to refurbishing our
Active HQ we were fully equipped and up
to the challenge.
We strive to provide businesses with
amazing office fit-out transformations,
so we thought it was about time we gave
our home a face lift and made it a more
effective workspace for the Active team.
After all, we spend more time at work
than anywhere else, so it’s imperative
that we make our colleagues feel at
home and supported in their roles.
Our overarching goal was to introduce
the idea of working differently so that we
could change habits for the better. We
began by evaluating the effectiveness
of different processes and designs in the
current landscape. From there, we were
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able to focus on what’s really important
to us: our team. Planning a refurbishment
can be the perfect time to rebrand,
change mundane routines, improve
morale and enhance productivity.
Refurbishments are also a great tool to
attract and retain the best talent. Our
aim was to create a workspace where
our people could thrive.

design | build | furnish | move | manage | maintain

Our aim was to
create a workspace
where our people
could thrive.
THE S OLUTION

The project took a total of four weeks
to complete. We transformed an
uninspiring space into a dynamic open
plan workplace. We built a mezzanine
and created a new kitchen, breakout
area and two meeting rooms with
an acoustic folding wall in the space
between. At Active, we know how
important it is to have a space to chill
out and relax in between working,
which is why we have introduced a ‘no
eating at desks’ policy. This encourages
real breaks from work during
lunchtimes. Despite how tempting it
might be to sit and eat while working,
a genuine break from work helps
employees feel refreshed and ready to
continue with the rest of their day after
having the chance to socialise with
colleagues.
Our new space also supports versatile
and flexible working. Everyone has
their preferences when it comes to
completing tasks and we have tried to

“Our new space looks fantastic and supports the
flexible way we work perfectly. Creating an agile
environment has aided collaboration within our
team and helped us to put a stop to sedentary
working practices.”
Adrian Powell Director, Active

accommodate this in the new design.
There’s no assigned seating, so staff
can choose to sit at whichever sit-stand
desk they like every day. Each of our
colleagues has their own locker, too,
so while work related possessions may
not be on the desk they are sitting at,
they are never far away. To add to our
adaptable desks, our space has a high
bench team table that is perfect for
collaborative working, an acoustic pod
that can host informal meetings, and a
quiet room to accommodate that extra
bit of concentration.

incredibly positive. We’ve had great
comments from our clients, contractors
and visitors, too. “Our new space looks
fantastic and supports the flexible way
we work perfectly,” says Adrian Powell,
a director here at Active. “Creating
an agile environment has aided
collaboration within our team and
helped us to put a stop to sedentary
working practices. As a business that
designs and builds workplaces that
work for our clients it was necessary to
create a workplace that any SME could
have, as great places to work aren’t
solely for the large corporates.

Not only is our space now open plan,
but we have also made the decision to
include biophilic design. Biophilia in the
workplace is proven to reduce stress
and improve health and wellbeing. We
have used it strategically by placing a
variety of plants on top of our cabinets,
which also stops clutter from forming.

“As an SME, we understand that
budgets can be tight, so it was
important for us to be innovative with
the design, using second-hand furniture
and materials to create the space we
wanted, within the budget we could
afford,” Powell adds.

We’ve been in our new space for a
number of months and the feedback
we’ve had from our people has been

The whole refurbishment project
has inspired Active to provide a
tailored service that is Simple, Quick

and Affordable (SQA). The SQA
refurbishment package is perfect for
organisations with 30 to 50 people –
a similar size to us.

VitalSix R
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Case study

VitalSix:
Creation of a new business
incubation centre and coworking area
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54%

cost saving by using
high-end pre-owned
furniture

palette of mainly blacks, greys and whites.

68%

Active then installed preowned, recycled
and new furniture throughout the space
in keeping with its sustainability and CSR
credentials. This included a mixture of
picnic style benches and stools, high back
acoustic meeting pods and various sofas
and coffee tables.

of the furniture used
was pre-owned

Timescale: 3 weeks
Type of project: Design, build and furnish
Year: 2018
Location: Thames Valley

60+

charging stations for
co-workers

Client profile
VitalSix is a specialist in
supporting ambitious businesses
that are scaling up. The
organisation has opened a new
co-working space in the Thames Valley
as part of Innovation Catalyst, a
partnership between different
businesses in the region that aims to
drive innovation. Its participants include
Barclays Eagle Labs, Thames Valley
Science Park and Henley Business
School.
VitalSix has a long track record of
working with the leaders and top teams
of high growth companies to more
effectively innovate, scale up and secure
investment. Members of the VitalSix
team have started, grown and sold
their own businesses, which means they
have the practical knowledge to help
businesses get it right first time. The

team delivers strategic business scale
up programmes in partnership with
Henley Business School and is a delivery
partner with Henley Business Angels.
As well as working with Barclays to
deliver its Eagle Labs Flight accelerator
programme, VitalSix is managing
Innovation Catalyst to facilitate and
coordinate the services brought to the
Thames Valley through this partnership.

Client challenge
The brief required a complete overhaul of
the existing space including a full range
of conveniences and a strategic layout,
but within strict budgetary considerations.
This required Active to employ its talent for
lateral thinking and be deeply economical
in its sourcing of furniture and material
usage. Active was aware that a large
media company in London’s West End

200k
cost saving to client

was in the process of relocating and
much of its furniture could be repurposed,
rather than seeing these products sent
to landfill. Active procured the furniture
and cleverly incorporated the majority of
it into the VitalSix project as it was still in
good condition. This returned a financial
rebate to the West End client, while
providing a high-end project that VitalSix
would not have had the budget to afford if
purchased new.

“It’s taken time and extensive
planning to create a practical
space that fits what we’re trying
to do, looks great and aligns
with the ethos of the wider
Innovation Catalyst partnership.
Active has managed all of
this and used its innovative
approach to bring ideas to us
that have helped with cost and
sustainability. ”
Susan Elliot, VitalSix

In order to save on space, Active installed
a large bank of lockers. This meant that
each member of staff had their own
personal locker instead of storage space
at their desk.

Active solution
Active employed a flexible approach to
the design, fit-out and furnishing as well
as creating detailed space plans and
3D concepts of the new 3,700 sq ft, 60+
seat business coworking space. The plans
incorporated free address benches with
above-desk connectivity, charging points
for agile workers, a reception area, and a
range of breakout collaboration zones.
The co-working space needed to make
flexible workers feel comfortable as well
as inspired. The solution was a complete
refurbishment and fit-out that gave it a
“techy”, contemporary feel with exposed
concrete pillars and walls, using a colour

VitalSix wanted to choose a local
company which could not only design
the space but also provide a sustainable
furniture solution within budget. Active
came out on top.

The benefits
Due to Active’s resourcefulness of being
able to locate second-hand furniture for
VitalSix, the project was both affordable
for the client and sustainable. The project
was completed in three weeks ensuring
it was ready and fully functioning for the
grand opening.

TNL Community Fund R
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Case study

The National Lottery
Community Fund:
An office refresh including
a shift to flexible working,
reducing occupation from
three floors to two
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Timescale: contract awarded May, site set
up September 3; first phase November 9;
2nd phase December 14, completed before
Christmas 2018
Type of project: design and build and furnish
Year: 2018
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10

Active solution

Timescale: 12 weeks (2 phases)
Type of project: Design, build and furnish
Year: 2018
Location: Newcastle

173

desks installed,
with most people
hotdesking

Client profile
The National Lottery
Community Fund (TNL
Community Fund), previously
known as the Big Lottery Fund, is a
public body that distributes National
Lottery funding through grants to
organisations in the UK to help improve
communities. In 2017, it awarded over
£500 million. The organisation’s guiding
principle is to make informed choices
concerning the resources it is given by
the National Lottery. Staff at its
Newcastle office at St James Gate
primarily look after assessing
applications for funding.
The TNL Community Fund has been
in its current workplace since 2006.
The space initially featured a mix of
workstations, meeting rooms and
breakout spaces. As more people
joined, however, the number of
informal meeting areas reduced. So
the TNL Community Fund decided
that it needed a refurbishment that

increased the type of casual space
that its people still demanded. Before
the project, the organisation was
located across the fifth, sixth and
seventh floors. But its decision to move
to majority agile working meant that
this was condensed down to floors five
and six. As a government department,
TNL Community Fund underwent a
tendering process for this project,
which Active won in May 2018 with a
competitively costed solution.

Client challenge
The brief was to condense the floorplate
as a result of switching from designated
desks to agile working. Although there
was some ‘swing space’ when reducing
the occupied area from three floors
to two, it was necessary to phase the
project to minimise disruption as some
furniture was removed and recycled,
new furniture was installed, and teams
were relocated. The first phase of the
move took place in November 2018 and
the second a month later, with everyone
in-situ before Christmas. The interior
also had to be multifunctional, providing
a welcoming space for customers and
stakeholders as well as staff.

Active completed a Cat B design and
build over the two floors. Everyone
has a locker situated next to where the
teams sit. Active installed a 1600mm
benching system in four-to-six-person desk
arrangements, with 83 desks installed in
the first phase and 90 desks in the second.
The majority of the furniture was new, but
the meeting room tables were reused as
they were in good condition. Active’s site
manager was present from September
2018, which gave the client a reassuring
face-to-face contact for any queries
before the move started in earnest a few
months later. Active’s team was also able
to minimise snagging by recognising and
resolving potential problems quickly.

people to every
8 desk ratio

On the fifth floor there is a ‘community
zone’ near the kitchen. This is a large
informal meeting space with a TV, where
staff can take a break and have their
lunch. But the space can also be used
for events and presentations, making
it a truly flexible part of the floorplate.

Here, there is a mixture of picnic-style
tables, high tables with bar stools, round
tables with chairs, and a large banquette
seating area along one wall with tables
and chairs opposite – while a smaller
version of this set up can be found
near the sixth-floor kitchen. For more
concentrated work, there is a quiet area
at the end of each floor with sofas, chairs
and tables, and one-person booths.

Benefits and results
TNL Community Fund now works in
a space that is a third the size of the
original but with the same number
of people. Thanks to the new agile
working solution, the space is made
to work much harder while enabling
better staff collaboration. As a result,
Active won a similar project for the
same client in Exeter.

Value added by Active

“Our vision was to provide a welcoming, comfortable
space. We needed it to be multifunctional to enable us to
adapt to the changes in the way we were working. Active
were really professional, snagging was minimal, and the
move was really quick.”
Jill Thompson, Facilities Manager, The
National Lottery Community Fund

The client was impressed that Active’s
team remained consistent with
Director control from presentation
stages through site visits and after
the programme commenced,
demonstrating the hands-on approach
of the senior leadership team.

Hearst R
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Case study

Hearst:
Relocating a media brand
to its new London HQ and
creating a fit-for-market
design and build for the
residual space it let out
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Timescale: 8 weeks
Type of project: Design, build, furnish, and
move
Year: 2018/2019
Location: Central London

going to let out. Active’s longstanding
relationship with Thorpe made it an
obvious choice for the job out of the bids
that were made. Hearst was keen to
market the space as quickly as possible
so there was little room for manoeuvre in
terms of both time and budget for getting
the base build ready. After completing the
project, Thorpe then persuaded Hearst’s
senior leadership team that Active would
be the best people to look at the furniture
solution, too.

Client profile
Hearst is a media company that
publishes 21 magazine brands
including Cosmopolitan, Good
Housekeeping and Esquire, reaching one
in three women and one in four men
every month. As well as print magazines,
Hearst engages with its audiences
digitally and through social media and
events.
The business had called two adjacent
buildings in Broadwick Street, Soho,
home for decades but the leases on
both were due to expire in 2018. Keen
to remain in central London, Hearst
decided to move to a new space on
Panton Street near Leicester Square,
consolidating its two previous locations.
It was a chance to unite the diverse
parts of the business and foster a culture
of ‘one company’. Hearst also wanted
to move to agile working and look at
being smarter with its storage through
redesigning the layouts of what it stores
where, as well as make ample provision
for breakout areas, team space and
ideation space. Hearst took on the lease
for what it called ‘House of Hearst’, with
a plan to occupy floors two to six and to
let out part of the sixth floor it did not use.

70

workstations
installed

Active solution
Client challenge
Active was initially just involved in moving
Hearst’s staff from the two old buildings to
the new one but its involvement grew over
time to include first the base build then the
fit out of the area Hearst wanted to let out
to another tenant. It became obvious to
the client that a ‘one-stop-shop’ solution
was not only cost-effective but also meant
the least hassle. The brief was then to
consult on the air conditioning, fire,
power, computer suites, kitchen, storage
and configuration of the IT units, and then
furnish the space. Once Hearst’s head
of facilities, Di Thorpe, had dealt with
closing the previous premises and making
sure everybody was settled in their new
home on the five floors of Panton Street,
the company’s chief operating officer
(COO) asked her to come up with a
recommendation as to how to deal with
the base build of the floor Hearst was

Active moved Hearst’s 850 staff in
two phases: those from 33 Broadwick
Street moved out in March / April 2018
and those from 72 Broadwick in June /
July. For the next stage of transforming
the vacant floor in Panton Street to be
ready for market, Thorpe and Active
created a ‘plug and play’ space with
a spectacularly quick turnaround,
especially considering the site was tricky
to access, with limited parking. The
go-ahead from the Hearst COO for the

base build only came late in December
2018 and the agreed timeframe was
only 12 to 14 weeks. Because the space
was a fairly blank canvas with just
a raised floor, phase one was about
getting the infrastructure in place: the
air conditioning, the fire, the power, the
data to cater for around 70 workstations
plus a small computer suite, kitchen, tea
point, postal point and storage. Regular
communication with the client was one of
many reasons this project worked so well.
Thorpe met with Active for weekly project
review meetings. The COO walked
around the space in February 2019 and
was so impressed with what Active had
done thus far in terms of the base build
that it made perfect sense to appoint the
company to fit the space out too, from
the reception desk to the workstations
to the meeting room tables to the chairs
and all of the audio-visual equipment
that was needed.

“It was a great journey, we
had a lot of fun, but we also
knew and understood what
we had to get done, what
we had to achieve in a very
short time-frame and with a
tight budget. I liked the fact I
had one of the co-owners of
the company that I could pick
up the telephone to. We had
such close communication and
rapport.”
Di Thorpe, Facilities Director,
Hearst Magazines

Benefits and results

Value added by Active

Rather than have a separate moving
company, designer and furniture
contractor, Active provided all these
services, completed the job on time
and to budget, without over promising
or under delivering in an honest, open
manner. Hearst thought of Active as an
extension to its own team.

The client was impressed that Active’s
team remained consistent with director
control from presentation stages through
site visits and after the programme
commenced, demonstrating the handson approach of the senior leadership
team.

Vega Solutions R
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Case study

Vega Solutions:
Delivering a full refurbishment
to software developers in rural
Berkshire
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Timescale: 1 month
Type of project: Design, build and furnish
Year: 2019
Location: Berkshire

Active solution
Being based outside of London, Vega
wanted to use its workplace as a
recruitment attraction and retention
tool. Vega has bold, strong branding
and the company founders wanted
to use this in the design of the space
throughout, so the office now features
lots of blue and grey tones as well as
eye-catching signage.

Client profile
Vega Solutions has years of bespoke
software development expertise in
the financial sector. Founded in 1994,
its team works in partnership with
financial institutions and other clients
to deliver robust, secure and innovative
software solutions that help them run
their businesses.

Client challenge
With its offices in Brimpton, Berkshire,
more than a decade old, Vega was
in need of a refurbishment to its
workplace. Active’s founder, Colin
Tarsey, had been involved in the
original build, so a relationship had
already developed between the two
companies. In late 2018, Vega tasked
Active with carrying out a complete
refurbishment – to redecorate, supply
new furniture and storage, and design
breakout collaborative areas.
Located in the countryside, Vega has a
team of only 10 people. Meanwhile, the
nature of the business means that the

Without having any additional space
to work with, the Active team had to
carefully design and create a space
that would be fully utilised and efficient.
This included sit-stand electric desks
that have proven to be a huge hit with
staff. The result is a bright, modern and
comfortable environment that totally
meets the needs of Vega and its people.

majority of these staff are developers.
Its original workplace had an open
plan structure and only one meeting
room. Frustrated with the lack of space
to work collaboratively on projects, the
team wanted the new design to feature
breakout areas as well as the space
to work on individual tasks without
disturbance.
Vega’s work means that it has an
intimate culture. Until a few years ago,
its workforce was also quite mature and
most staff had corporate backgrounds.
After a period of expansion, and with
the initiation of a graduate trainee
programme plus the recruitment of some
younger developers, the dynamic in the
office changed, and Vega wanted the
new environment to support this range of
expectations, needs and requirements.
Meanwhile, the company’s offer of
graduate training has changed the

internal dynamics to include those fresh
out of college or university – with a range
of expectations, needs and requirements.

Vega is an open and original company
that wanted its personality to come
alive in the space. To highlight the
bond and good relationship with
longstanding client Investec, Vega had
Active design fun psychedelic zebra
signs for internal doors. Active was also
able to use pre-loved and new furniture
to meet Vega’s needs.

“Throughout the project I felt as though I could
pick up the phone and speak to a director, let
alone our project manager – and I occasionally
did! Nothing was too much trouble. The whole
team love the space we have now. Our old space
was in need of a spruce and Active has really
brightened it up. It feels like a more operationally
effective and bigger space now, that suits the
agile nature of our work.”
– Mandy Collings, owner, Vega Solutions

Luxury car manufacturer R
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After
Case study
Luxury car
manufacturer:
Creating a fresh new
space for a luxury car
manufacturer at its
UK HQ
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Client challenge
The brief was to create a workplace that
supports the health and wellbeing of the
team based at this office location, while
simultaneously making the space as
efficient as possible. The client wanted its
new office to incorporate natural elements
of biophilic design to help improve the
wellbeing of staff and to bring teams
together, connecting with both the brand
and its customers. As the building was
built in the 1980s, it possessed a heavy
black frame and solid construction
throughout. The offices were incredibly
dated and had not benefited from any
refurbishment, other than ceiling and
flooring, for over 11 years.

Timescale: 10 months
Type of project: Design, build, furnish, and
move
Year: 2018/2019
Location: Thames Valley

Client profile
The luxury car manufacturer’s head
office is located in the Thames Valley.
This totally unique site covers nine
acres a stone’s throw from the M4.
Accommodating approximately 100
employees, the Reading workplace was
designed to reflect the corporate identity
of the historic brand. A full workshop
is integral to the building as well as a
glass covered atrium where current
and historic car models are regularly
displayed.

Active solution

visibility throughout the office making it
feel open and collaborative. Following the
design process, Active completed a new
desk installation and staff reconfiguration.
The first phase of the project included the
refurbishment, fit-out, furniture supply
and installation of IT over one weekend to
minimise disruption.
In order to create a modern yet natural
look throughout the office, Active chose
a colour palette of white and green with
oak elements. Alongside the use of plants
and other biophilic elements, this meant
employees could still feel connected with
the outdoors. Sit-stand desks were also
installed throughout the space to further
promote a sense of wellbeing, encourage
movement and provide employees with
choice. Once the refurbishment was
complete, Active was on hand to relocate
staff and their equipment into the new
space and get them set up, ready for
business on the Monday morning.

“I just wanted to say that it
was an absolute pleasure
working with the Active team
- they were terrific, incredibly
organised, quick, accurate,
helpful and polite. A real joy.
It has made what could have
been an extremely arduous
and difficult job, very slick and
‘seamless’ as the MD said to me
the other day! We have had
excellent feedback.”
– Sally Warren

Benefits and results
Thanks to an existing relationship
from working on previous projects for
the client, Active was able to deliver
what the client desired and exceed
expectations.

Over a 10-month period, which included
a lengthy planning, design and approval
process, Active created designs for the
head office. This included detailed space
plans as well as 2D and 3D concepts
of the new layout. The key element of
the brief was to ensure maximum space
efficiency by incorporating floor-to-ceiling
wall storage and centralising shared
amenities such as bins and printers.
Zoned areas were created to control noise
levels and aid concentration. The use
of glazed partitioning meant that while
areas were separated, there was still

Nationwide Hire R
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Case study
Nationwide Hire:
Getting 70 staff in and out
within a 48-hour window
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sustainable waste programmes,
avoiding landfill wherever possible.
To honour its commitment, it was
important that the removal and
relocation project avoided unnecessary
waste and made the most of used
workplace items.

Timescale: One weekend
Type of project: Furnish and move
Year: 2019
Location: Andover

Client profile
Nationwide Hire, the UK’s leading
provider in powered access hire,
keeps businesses moving by taking
responsibility for solving (and avoiding)
plant, equipment and service
problems. With a network of thousands
of suppliers accessing millions of
products, the company turns frustrated
operational buyers into happy
customers. Its mantra is: ‘whatever the
challenge, we get it sorted’.
That stance is shared by Active
Workplace Solutions. Since forming in
1999, Active has become one of the
most trusted companies in the UK office
interiors market. It keeps businesses
moving, too.

Client challenge
Having outgrown its previous
headquarters, Nationwide Hire needed
to relocate its 70-strong team to new
premises in Fareham, Hampshire. With
an unrivalled reputation for problem
solving, MD Jonathan Holley and his
team needed to approach the move –

which was to take place over the course
of a weekend – with the same level of
confidence and expertise Nationwide
Hire customers enjoy.
As a brokerage to the construction
industry, Nationwide Hire employees
need to be readily available for
customers. Downtime isn’t an option. As
a result, there was a very limited time
window to complete the job. The phone
lines went down at 6pm on Friday night
in early April and were scheduled to be
back up by the early hours of Monday
morning.
In addition to the tight timeframe,
Nationwide Hire wanted to ensure
the move was as green as possible.
The company provides customers with
cost effective and environmentally

Active was successful following a
competitive tender process involving
four potential partners. Thanks to an
existing relationship, trust was one
of the reasons behind Nationwide
Hire’s decision to join forces with the
Active team. Another reason can be
pinned on Active’s customer-centric
approach. Instead of adopting a “we’ve
been there and done it” attitude like
its competitors had, Active’s stance
was merely “we’re here to help you in
whichever way we can”.

Active solution
Active was appointed to manage the
entire move. During an unplanned
conversation, it became apparent that
Nationwide Hire also required help
sourcing furniture for the new space.
Without possessing expertise in this
area, Nationwide Hire’s HR & talent
manager understandably found this
a mindboggling task; he simply didn’t
have time to walk around warehouses
to identify an appropriate selection of
second-hand furniture. So, when this
came up in passing, Active took the

weight off his shoulders. The workplace
solutions provider sourced all the furniture
in 10 days (36 bench desks including 3
sit stand, pedestals, 4 meeting tables,
touchdown table with bench seats, 8 flip
top meeting tables, 97 task chairs, 2 door
cupboards and 9 banks of lockers). It was
delivered and installed a week prior to
the move, saving the client approximately
£25k on purchasing new product.
At 6pm on Friday, the relocation began
and continued through Saturday.
By late afternoon the job was done.
That left Sunday to recommission the
IT infrastructure. Active provided a
server engineer to decommission, to
remove patching and switches at the
loading address, and to recommission
contents of the communications room

“If you don’t want any of the
pressures, hassles or doubts
in your mind as to whether
the project will go right, go to
Active straight away. From the
very first site visit, you’ll know
you’re with the right company.”
– Jonathan Holley, MD, Nationwide Hire

at the new address. The desktop IT was
decommissioned, packed, moved and
unpacked. Existing desks had to be
dismantled, reconfigured and rebuilt
with monitor arms. The server room
was also relocated, as were all other
workplace contents.
Active was the only contractor
confident about completing the
move over a weekend. The team’s
commitment and passion ensured this
confidence manifested into action.

Benefits and results
The smooth and swift relocation
of Nationwide Hire to its Fareham
premises meant that neither employees
nor customers noticed that the move
was in progress. What they have
discovered since, however, is a
better work environment – one that
contributes to improved engagement,
morale, health and wellbeing. That’s
not all. Although it wasn’t included in
the original brief, Active also advised
an appropriate layout that would allow
Nationwide Hire to make the most of
the floor space its teams had. The result
is a new workplace design that enables
cross-team collaboration. There is a
distinct culture in the new office, which
has resulted in a stronger sense of
community and social cohesion.
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Active Workplace Solutions
Unit 4 Headley Park 10
Headley Road East
Woodley, Reading
Berkshire
RG5 4SW
info@activeworkplacesolutions.co.uk
Call +44 (0)845 130 9066 or +44 (0)118 9442 903
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